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Take-home message

Solutions	to	several	challenging	problems	
in	multimedia	can	be	improved	using	

human	computation,	
particularly	through	

properly	designed	games.



https://youtu.be/vUH-eZTSTfs



Questions

• What	is	the	problem?

• What	is	the	proposed	solution?

• Does	it	work	(as	advertised)?

• How	does	it	compare	to	other	possible	
solutions?



The rest of  the talk

• Examples	of	games	(and	the	problems	they	
help	solve)

• Our	work	
• Challenges
• Insights	from	the	psychology	of	games	and	
gamers

• Advice	for	(young)	researchers
• Final	reflection
• Q&A



What types of  problems?

• Research	questions	 that	can	be	mapped	to	
tasks that:

– Are	easy	for	humans	and	hard	for	computers	
– Require	intensive	labor
– Enable	noble	scientific	pursuits
– Improve	human	life
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Selected examples

• ESP

10 Axel Carlier, Oge Marques, Vincent Charvillat

6 Conclusions

This paper proposed a novel approach to solving a selected subset of computer vi-
sion problems using games and described Ask’nSeek, a novel, simple, fun, web-based
guessing game based on images, their most relevant regions, and the spatial relation-
ships among them. Two noteworthy aspects of the proposed game are: (i) it does in one

game what ESP [2] and Peekaboom [3] do in two games (namely, collecting labels and
locating the objects associated with those labels); and (ii) it avoids explicitly asking the
user to map labels and regions thanks to our novel semi-supervised learning algorithm.

We also described how the information collected from very few game logs per image
was used to feed a machine learning algorithm, which in turn produces the outline of
the most relevant regions within the image and their labels.

Our game can also be extended and improved in several directions, among them:
different game modes, timer(s), addition of a social component (e.g., play against your
Facebook friends), extending the interface to allow touchscreen gestures for tablet-
based play, and incorporation of incentives to the game, e.g., badges or coins, which
should – among other things – encourage switching roles (master-seeker) periodically.
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Selected examples

• Artigo
– Web-based	platform	
(http://www.artigo.org)	with	6	artwork	
annotation	games	+		artwork	search	
engine	in	English,	French,	and	German.	

– Project		funded	by	the	German	Research	
Foundation	(DFG)

– 2008-2013:
• over	7	million	tags	(mostly	in	German)
• 180,000	players	(about	a	tenth	of	whom	are	
registered)

• 150	players	per	day,	in	average.



Selected examples

• Smorball
(http://www.tiltfactor.org/game/smorball/)
– Dartmouth	College’s	Tiltfactor –
interdisciplinary	studio	that	“designs	
and	studies	games	for	social	impact”

– Addresses	limitations	in	full-text	
searching	of	digitized	material	due	to	
poor	output	from	OCR	software.	

– Gameplay:	As	the	coach	of	the	
Eugene	Melonballers,	you	must	stop	
the	opposing	smorbots from	getting	
your	team’s	endzone.	

• As	an	opponent	approaches,	type	the	
phrase	in	the	corresponding	row	and	
press	“enter”	in	order	to	command	your	
athlete	to	tackle	the	opponent.





Problems

• Our	design	process	is	often	reversed:	
1. start	from	a	problem
2. think	of	a	crowdsourcing	solution
3. create	a	tool
4. make	it	look	like	a	game



Problems

• Our	terminology	is	not	exactly	inspiring:
– “Serious	games”
– “Games	with	a	purpose”	(GWAP)
– “Human-based	computation	games”
– “Non-entertainment	focused	games”

Source: http://www.escapistmagazine.com/articles/view/video-games/issues/issue_121/2575-Ten-Myths-About-Serious-Games



Our work: Ask’nSeek

Ask’nSeek
[Carlier et	al.	(ECCV	2012),	Salvador	et	al.	(CrowdMM2013)]

– A	two-player,	web-based,	game	that	asks	users	to	
guess	the	location	of	a	hidden	region	within	an	image	
with	the	help	of	semantic	and	topological	clues.	
• One	player (master) hides	a	rectangular	region	somewhere	
within	a	randomly	chosen	image.	

• The	second	player	(seeker)	 tries	to	guess	the	location	of	the	
hidden	region	through	a	series	of	successive	guesses,	
expressed	by	clicking	at	some	point	in	the	image.	



Ask'nSeek

Master	and	seeker



Ask'nSeek

At	the	end	of	a	game



Ask'nSeek: collected data

• Textual	information

65

Ask'nSeek: an implicit method to 
collect...

● Textual information



Ask'nSeek: collected data

• Spatial	information

66

Ask'nSeek: an implicit method to 
collect...

● Spatial information
Points “on the 
right” of the cat

Points “above” 
the cat

66

Ask'nSeek: an implicit method to 
collect...

● Spatial information
Points “on the 
right” of the cat

Points “above” 
the cat



Ask'nSeek: collected data

Spatial	
information

67

Ask'nSeek: an implicit method to 
collect...

● Spatial information

“Partially on” points“On” points



Ask’nSeek: model

18

Human in the Loop

User



Ask’nSeek: model

68

Object Detection using Ask'nSeek

Labels

Points

Relations

Content Analysis Users



Ask'nSeek

• Examples	of	resultsAsk’nSeek: a new game for object detection and labeling 7

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 4. Representative outputs of our model for three images of increasing visual complexity: (left
column) dominant labels only; (right column) 5 most frequent labels. See text for details.

ing the proposed approach. Figure 4 shows the direct outputs of our model (where the
final bounding boxes enclose the Gaussian ellipses produced by the machine learning
algorithm), once it has been applied to real traces for three different PASCAL VOC
images: 2007_003137, 2007_002597, 2007_002914. In a sense, these three images
present an increasing visual richness: one bus, two pets and many objects. We collected
19 games and 56 indications for the bus image, 17 games and 44 indications for the
cat and dog image and 19 games and 57 indications for the woman. As an example,
the 44 indications for the cat and dog image are made of 2 ‘above’ indications, 13 ‘be-
low’, 10 ‘left’, 5 ‘right’, 9 ‘on’ and 5 ‘partially on’. The average length of the games is
44/17 = 2.6 indications which actually shows that Ask’n’Seek finishes rather quickly
on this image. The average number or indications per game is 3.0 for the two other
images.

Figure 4 allows us to compare the results produced by our model in two distinct
cases: using only the most cited labels (on the left column) and with the 5 most cited
labels (on the right). For the bus image, the most cited label is bus (24 occurrences),
followed by wheel (8), door (7), sky (5) and “ecolier” (5 occurrences). Figure 4(a)-(b)



Ask'nSeek

• Live	prototype	at:	
http://tinyurl.com/asknseek



Ask’nSeek

• Original	Goal
– Object	detection	and	labeling

Motivation

?

11



Ask’nSeek

• Modified	Goal
– Object	segmentation

Motivation

?

11



Our work: Click’n’Cut

Click’n’Cut
[Carlier et	al.	(CrowdMM2014),	(MTAP	2015)]
– Interactive	Segmentation	Tool	where	users	are	asked	to	
produce	foreground and	background clicks	to	perform	a	
segmentation	of	the	object	that	is	indicated	in	a	provided	
description.		

• Every	time	a	user	produces	a	click,	the	segmentation	result	is	
updated	and	displayed	over	the	image	with	an	alpha	value	of	0.5.

• This	segmentation	is	computed	using	an	algorithm	based	on	
object	candidates (Arbelaez et	al.,	2014)	and	aims	at	guiding	the	
user	to	provide	information	(i.e.,	meaningful	clicks)	that	will	help	
improve	the	quality	of	the	final	segmentation	result.



Click’n’Cut



Click’n’Cut

• Experiments
– Click’n’Cut - Experts:	15	computer	vision	researchers	
from	academia,	both	students	and	professors.

– Click’n’Cut - Workers:	20	paid	workers	from	the	
platform	microworkers.com

• Each	worker	was	paid	4	USD	for	annotating	105	images.
– Ask’nSeek - Players:	162	players	(mostly	students)	
played	the	Ask’nSeek game	on	any	number	of	images	
they	wanted	to.

• 100	images,	105	tasks
• 5	Gold	Standard	tasks,	to	control	for	errors	



Click’n’Cut

• Segmentation	results
– Average	Jaccard Index

86

Segmentation Results

Click'n'Cut Click'n'Cut Ask'nSeek
Experts Paid workers Players

All users 0.9 0.14 0.44

Users with less 
than 50% 

errors on Gold 
Standard

0.9 0.63 0.43

Users with less 
than 20% 

errors on Gold 
Standard

0.9 0.82 0.40

[Carlier et al] Click’n’Cut: Crowdsourced Interactive Segmentation with
Object Candidates, CrowdMM'14



Click’n’Cut

• Crowdsourcing	loss
– a	loss	induced	by	having	a	task	performed	by	
workers	instead	of	experts



Click’n’Cut

• Gamification loss
– Q:	Why	are	the	segmentation	results	obtained	with	the	

Ask’nSeek game	poorer	than	the	ones	obtained	with	the	
Click’n’Cut interactive	segmentation	tool?

– A:	Fewer	(and	spatially	limited)	clicks,	usually	on	salient	areas.



Beyond Click’n’Cut

(CVPR	2016,	to	appear)

Tackles	the	question	of	when	to	“pull	the	plug”	on	computer	and	
human	annotators	in	the	context	of	foreground	object	
segmentations	by	implementing	two	systems	that	automatically	
decide,	for	a	batch	of	images,	when	to	replace:	
1. humans	with	computers	to	create	coarse	segmentations	

required	to	initialize	segmentation	tools	and	
2. computers	with	humans	to	create	final,	fine-grained	

segmentations.	
Experiments	demonstrate	that	a	mix	of	human	and	computer	
efforts	is	better	than	relying	on	either	resource	alone.

Pull the Plug? Predicting If Computers or Humans Should Segment Images

Danna Gurari Suyog Dutt Jain Margrit Betke Kristen Grauman

Abstract

Foreground object segmentation is a critical step for
many image analysis tasks. While automated methods can
produce high-quality results, their failures disappoint users
in need of practical solutions. We propose a resource al-
location framework for predicting how best to allocate a
fixed budget of human annotation effort in order to collect
higher quality segmentations for a given batch of images
and automated methods. The framework is based on a pro-
posed prediction module that estimates the quality of given
algorithm-drawn segmentations. We demonstrate the value
of the framework for two novel tasks related to “pulling the
plug” on computer and human annotators. Specifically,
we implement two systems that automatically decide, for
a batch of images, when to replace 1) humans with com-
puters to create coarse segmentations required to initialize
segmentation tools and 2) computers with humans to create
final, fine-grained segmentations. Experiments demonstrate
the advantage of relying on a mix of human and computer
efforts over relying on either resource alone for segmenting
objects in three diverse datasets representing visible, phase
contrast microscopy, and fluorescence microscopy images.

1. Introduction
A common question people ask when needing to anno-

tate images is whether automated options are sufficient for
their images or they should instead bring humans in the loop
to create accurate annotations. We explore this question for
the task of demarcating object regions, i.e., creating fore-
ground object segmentations. Foreground object segmen-
tation is important for many downstream tasks including
collecting measurements (features), differentiating between
types of objects (classification), and finding similar images
in a database (image retrieval). Our goal is to intelligently
distribute segmentation work between humans and comput-
ers when human effort is only available for K% of images.

Our work is partially inspired by the observation that
fully-automated algorithms can produce high-quality fore-
ground object segmentations when they are successful, yet
their performance often is inconsistent on diverse datasets

Figure 1. Use a human-drawn or computer-drawn segmentation?
We propose a task of automatically deciding when to “pull the
plug” on human annotators and use computers instead to create
the initial foreground segmentations (rows 1, 2) that segmenta-
tion tools refine. We also propose a task of automatically deciding
when to “pull the plug” on computers (row 3) and use humans
instead to create high quality segmentations.

(Figure 1). This is because algorithms embed assumptions
about how to separate an object from the background that
are relevant for specific object and background appearances,
yet restrict their widespread applicability [4, 12, 26, 34, 35].
Consequently, the knowledge of when segmentation algo-
rithms will succeed is currently a highly-specialized skill
often resigned to computer vision experts or applications
specialists who spent years studying the algorithms. More-
over, many researchers agree that there is not a one-size-
fits-all segmentation solution. Thus, lay persons need-
ing consistently high quality segmentations currently face
a brute force approach of reviewing all images with avail-
able algorithm-drawn segmentations to identify images that
should be re-annotated by humans.

Our work is also inspired by the observation that widely-
used segmentation tools that rely on initialization are often
inefficient because of their exclusive reliance on human in-
put [9, 18, 20, 23, 27, 35, 39]. Specifically, humans create
initial bounding boxes or coarse segmentations to localize
the object of interest in every image. A motivation for lever-
aging human guidance per image is that a segmentation tool
can only succeed when initializations are sufficiently close
to the true object boundary [23]. A weakness of relying on
humans is that for numerous methods, including level set
based methods [6, 12, 26, 28], humans typically have to wait

1

In Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR), Las Vegas, June 2016.



Our work: Guess That Face!

• Guess	That	Face!
[Marques,	Snyder,	and	Lux	(CHI	2013)]
– a	face	recognition	game	that	reverse	engineers	
the	human	biological	threshold	for	accurately	
recognizing	blurred	faces	of	celebrities	under	
time-varying	conditions.

! ! !



• Motivation:
– Human	vision:	we	are	remarkably	good	at	
recognizing	(severely	blurred)	famous	faces	

– Computer	vision:	 face	recognition	still	not	mature
– Machine	learning:	what	if	we	train	algorithms	
with	blurry	faces	instead?

– Game	play:	SongPop



• The	game:
– Player	must	analyze	a	series	of	
randomly-generated	images	of	
celebrities	while	the	images	transition	
from	an	initially	severely-blurred	state	
to	their	original	state	over	a	constant	
interval	of	time	(~	8	seconds).	

– While	the	image	is	being	progressively	
de-blurred	on	the	screen,	players	are	
prompted	to	select	the	name	of	the	
celebrity	who	they	believe	is	correct,	
which	they	do	once	they	have	
confidence	in	their	answer.	

!



• Datasets:
– Original:	48	popular	celebrities	+	2	politicians
– Hollywood	stars
– Sports	celebrities
– Each	image	in	the	dataset	also	has	two	variations:	

de-saturated	and	horizontally-flipped

• Deblurring example:



• Results:



Guess That Face

• Live	prototype	at:	
http://tinyurl.com/guessthatface



Summary / Lessons learned

• Not	yet	at	“viral”	/	“addictive”	level
• Higher	response	rates	for	Ask’nSeek came	as	a	
result	of	bonus	points	for	a	class

• For	GTF,	a	different	reward	system	gave	extra	
points	to	students	who	placed	in	the	‘High	scores’	
table.	As	a	result:
– Many	more	games	than	expected
– Some	players	“memorized”	the	dataset

• For	Click’n’Cut the	quality	of	the	work(ers)	is	the	
bottleneck	



Challenges

• “Gamification”	as	a	buzzword	(or	“cure-all”)



Challenges

• Games	should	offer	intrinsic motivation
– Competition
– Self-drive
– Self-improvement
– Pleasure

• Games	should	be	inherently	fun!



Recommended reading

“Getting	Gamers :	The	Psychology	of	Video	Games	and	
Their	Impact	on	the	People	who	Play	Them”
(http://www.psychologyofgames.com/book/)



Disclaimer



Insights from “Getting Gamers”

• Psychology	is	the	key	to	making	games	
that	are	more	fun,	that	get	played	for	
longer	before	being	shelved	or	traded	in,	
and	that	get	talked	about	more.	



Insights from “Getting Gamers”

• On	scoring	and competing	against	others:	
– Everything	we	do	is	compared	to	or	related	to	other	
players.	Pure	numbers	[…]	have	limited	meaning	to	us	
on	their	own.

– […]	it’s	whom	you’re	comparing	yourself	against	that	
matters	the	most.

– Leaderboards,	achievements,	scores,	and	replays	built	
into	modern	games	provide	a	great	context	in	which	to	
apply	social	comparison	theory	(Leon	Festinger,	1954)	
and	the	way	that	developers	can	use	it	to	keep	you	
playing.



Insights from “Getting Gamers”

• On	scoring	and competing	against	others:	
– […]	strange	thing	about	human	psychology	in	the	
context	of	competition:	not	all	rungs	on	a	tournament	
ladder	are	equally	spaced.

– […]	the	difference	between	first	and	second	is	bigger	
than	anything,	except	maybe	the	distance	between	
last	place	and	second	to	last.



Insights from “Getting Gamers”



Insights from “Getting Gamers”

• On	scoring	and competing	against	others:	
– The	“big	fish,	little	pond	effect”	describes	how	we	feel	
better about	our	performance	if	it	puts	us	near	the	
top	of	a	low-performing	group	than	if	the	same	
performance	puts	us	near	the	bottom	of	a	high-
performing	group.

– […]	developers	should	provide	opportunities	for	being	
at	the	top	of	different	rankings	(wealth,	gear,	etc.).	

– […]	any	non-arbitrary	goalpost	will	do	(e.g.,	the	
concept	of	par in	golf)



Insights from “Getting Gamers”

• On	estimating	our	abilities:	
– The	Dunning– Kruger	effect	(1999)	describes	how	
people	who	are	bad	at	something	overestimate	their	
performance,	and	those	who	are	experts	
underestimate.	
• Single-player	campaigns	and	tutorials	may	highlight	this	
effect	by	making	novice	players	think	they’re	better	
prepared	for	competitive	play	than	they	really	are.



Insights from “Getting Gamers”

• On	what	keeps	players	playing:	
– “Self-determination	theory	(SDT)”	(Przybylski,	Rigby,	and	Ryan,	

2010):	a	framework	for	understanding	why	people	are	
motivated	to	keep	playing	games.	
• We	do	it	to	satisfy	needs	for:

–Competence:	relates	to	feeling	like	we’re	doing	
well	and	getting	better.	

–Autonomy:	 is	satisfied	when	we	feel	we	are	
given	meaningful	decisions	to	make.	

–Relatedness:	happens	when	we	feel	that	we	are	
important	to	others.



Case study: SongPop

• Song-guessing	game
– Award-winning
– Multiplatform
– Highly	addictive

• Latest	version	(SongPop 2)
– 100,000+	song	clips
– 1,000+	playlists
– Practice	mode	(with	
Melody,	the	mascot)



Case study: SongPop

• Extremely	well-designed!
• Fast,	sleek,	intuitive,	addictive
• Taps	onto	emotional	aspects	evoked	by	music
• Several	related	games

– SongPop Party	(for	AppleTV)
– Rock	On	(spin-off	with	3,000+	rock	songs)
– TravelPop (images)
– MoviePop (video	clips)



Case study: SongPop

• Very	mindful	of	psychology	of	gamers

https://youtu.be/-uriVSmd-uk



Advice for (young) researchers

• Worst	advice	I	could	
(but	will	not)	give:
– Gamify everything!

• Reasonable	pieces	of	advice:
– Don’t	try	to	gamify if	you’re	not	
a	gamer.

– People	work	better	when	
things	are	fun for	them.

Prof. Dr. Mathias Lux
ITEC - Klagenfurt University



Advice for (young) researchers

• Select	multimedia	problems	worth	researching

• Engage	in	research	on	game	effectiveness:	e.g.,		
how	to	find	out	if	people	are	having	fun?

• Be	mindful	of	new	devices	and	technologies
– VR	kits
– Sensors
– Wearable	gadgets



Advice for (young) researchers

• Challenge	the	design	workflow	
(and	turn	it	upside-down!)

• Immerse	in	the	gaming	world
– Psychology	of	games
– Game	design
– Marketing	and	commerce



Advice for (young) researchers

• "Recipe	for	success"
– Games	that	are	well-designed	(look	like	games,	
have	a	certain	addictive	component,	make	you	
want	to	share	with	friends,	have	a	long	shelf	life)

– Games	that	are	fun	to	play
– Game	logs	that	convey	useful	information	that	
would	not	be	easily	obtained	otherwise

– Meaningful	(open)	multimedia	problems
– Sound	machine	learning	strategies	to	leverage	the	
knowledge	acquired	through	game	logs.



Pop Quiz

• Based	on	everything	you	heard	from	me,	
which	of	these	2	options	you	believe	I’d	be	
more	likely	to	choose:
1. Gamify Click’n’Cut

or
2. Partner	with	FreshPlanet for	creating	a	new	

game	(FacePop,	anyone?)	



Final reflection: SWOT analysis

Source: https://cayennecdn2.s3.amazonaws.com/static/img/landing/swot/what-is-swot.2d743fc8cfad.png



Final reflection: SWOT analysis

• Strengths
– There	are	problems	to	be	solved
– People	love	games

• Weaknesses
– Poorly	designed	games	turn	people	away

• Opportunities
– Multiple	game	platforms
– Growing	interest	in	games

• Threats
– Better	solutions	without	using	games



Let's get to work!

• Which	multimedia	problem	would	you	like	to	
solve	using	games	and/or	crowdsourcing?
– Contact	me	with	ideas!


